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Refilling Instructions 
  

Canon 2659B001 2660B001 2661B001 2662B001 
Canon 2659B005 2660B005 2661B005 2662B009 
HP CC530A CC531A CC532A CC533A 
HP CE410X CE410A CE411A CE412A CE413A 
HP CF380X CF380A CF381A CF382A CF383A 
 
1) Use our Universal Hole Tool or other melting device to make a 
3/4 inch fill hole in the location shown.  Do not allow any small 
bits of plastic to fall into the cartridge.  If using our hole tool, read 
the operating instructions that came with it. 
 
IMPORTANT: When making the fill hole, you may find it easier to cut off part 
of the label so you don’t have to go through it.  Also, If refilling a starter 
cartridge that came with the printer, check the fill hole you make closely.  
There may be a secondary inner wall you have to melt through to get to the toner chamber.  If so, please contact us for 
additional instructions. 

 
2) Shake the toner bottle well to aerate and loosen the toner. 
Then remove the cap and install the pouring spout.  Slowly pour 
in the whole bottle of new toner.  Try to avoid squeezing the 
bottle as it may cause toner to blow out all over the cartridge. 
 
3) Once refilling is complete, clean the area around the fill hole 
and seal it with a two inch piece of the foil tape that came with 
the kit.  Smooth the tape out well to make a leak proof seal. 
 
4) Chip replacement: Use a utility knife to make a slice in each 
rail where shown so the chip can pass through.  Then slide the 
old chip out and slide the new chip in.  CAUTION - All chips are 
static sensitive and can be damaged if subjected to a static 
discharge. 
 
5) Shake the cartridge side to side to level the toner. Then 
reinstall it in the machine and run some test prints. 
 
Note: If not replacing the chip, make sure the printer’s supply override 
function is turned on in the printer settings so the printer will continue to print 
even though the chip has not been replaced. 
 

Fast Online Ordering Available 24/7 www.tonerkits.com 

https://www.tonerkits.com/

